
Binding registration for the event: Email at :  Bardolino Porsche Classic 
"Bardolino Porsche Classic 2022"    17 , 18  september 2022 info@bardolino2020.it

      

Surname and name (driver) Date of birth Phone number (mobile)

Address  Postal Code City / State Email

Car model brought to the event Year Plate

Smoker           ( ) I don't eat meat  ( )
Not smoker ( ) I don't eat fish ( )

Surname and name (passenger) Date of birth Phone number (mobile)

Address  Postal Code City / State Email

Smoker           ( ) I don't eat meat  ( )
Not smoker ( ) I don't eat fish ( )

I wish to stay in : double room : ( )
double room AND single room : ( )  + 60.00   Euro
two single room : ( )  + 120.00 Euro

On Saturday 17 September 2022 I would like to participate in the following event (choose ONE of the events, participation is intended PER COUPLE)

Regularity race on open road: ( ) Boat tour of the lake with aperitif and refreshments ( )

I will pay the full amount (100%) of the purchased package within 3 days of receiving the invoice.

The price of the package 2 people includes: 1 nights in a hotel for 2 people (according to the chosen accommodation) - aperitifs and refreshments as specified in the event program - 2 
lunches for 2 people in the restaurant according to the menu - 1 dinners for 2 people in the restaurant according to the menu - Regularity race event OR Lake tour by boat (second option 
chosen) - Car exhibition competition - Access to Lounge Bar including 2 drinks per person.

They are not included: fuel costs - tolls - drinks not included in the menu - drinks if not mentioned - parking costs (in areas not set up by the event) - minibar.

I hereby declare that I am responsible for the obligations of those who have registered as well as mine.
With my signature, this travel registration becomes binding.
I have taken note of the general terms and conditions and accept them as binding.
In the event of a trip cancellation, the following cancellation fees are charged: 100% of the trip price.
I am aware that I am responsible for traffic violations and accidents in connection with this event.

This registration is valid only if signed.

Sign and date

Liability disclaimer
In favor of ECar S.R.L, its members of the board of directors, employees, representatives and vicarious agents (hereinafter "the beneficiaries"), the undersigned declares on the registration form on the occasion of the 
implementation of the advertised event:
1. The undersigned (participant) participates in the event at his own risk. He alone has civil and criminal liability for all the damages caused by him.
2. The undersigned accepts that the beneficiaries will not accept any liability for personal injury, material damage or financial loss, with the following limitations: The disclaimer does not apply if the beneficiary is guilty of 
gross negligence or willful misconduct or in the event of a of injury to life, body or health. It also does not apply in the event of a slight negligent breach of essential contractual obligations. These obligations, the 
fulfillment of which is
it is in the first place possible for the correct execution of the contract and compliance with which the signatory can regularly rely. In these cases the liability is limited to compensation for the typical damage that was 
foreseeable at the time of the conclusion of the contract. The rights deriving from the Product Liability Act remain unaffected.
3. For the above agreed exclusion or limitation of liability, the undersigned undertakes to do so not only in his own name, but also on behalf of his companions, assistants and all the natural or legal persons to whom the 
credits are transferred in case of a harmful event.
4. If the persons represented by the undersigned do not accept it, the latter relieves the beneficiaries of any claim that may be asserted against them in the absence of the conditions of liability referred to above.
5. The undersigned fully releases the beneficiaries from any third party claims if they claim the beneficiaries due to the undersigned claim the harmful event.

Sign and date
Information pursuant to art. 13 of Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 for the treatment of personal data.
We inform you that the processing of personal data informs that the personal data provided with this release will be processed on paper and electronically in compliance with current legislation and the principles of 
correctness, lawfulness, transparency and confidentiality; in this perspective, the data provided, including the portrait contained in the aforementioned photographs, will be used for the purposes strictly connected and 
instrumental to the activities as indicated in the extended release. The granting of consent to the processing of personal data is optional. At any time, it is possible to exercise all the rights indicated in Article 7 of 
Legislative Decree no. 196/2003, in particular the cancellation, rectification or integration of data. These rights can be exercised by sending written communication.

Sign and date

Approval for use of images and videos
With the following I authorize free of charge, without time limits, also pursuant to articles 10 and 320 of the Italian Civil Code. and of the articles 96 and 97 law 22.4.1941, n. 633, Law on copyright, to the publication and / 
or dissemination in any form of my image and the image of the people following me, by electronic means, press and / or any other means of dissemination, by Ecar S.r.l and associated companies, as well as authorizing 
the storage of the photos and videos themselves in the computer archives of Ecar s.r.l. and associated companies and I acknowledge that the purpose of these publications are merely of an informative and possibly 
promotional nature.

Sign and date


